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The fourth edition of an authoritative overview, with all new chapters that capture the state of the art in a rapidly growing field. Science and
Technology Studies (STS) is a flourishing interdisciplinary field that examines the transformative power of science and technology to arrange
and rearrange contemporary societies. The Handbook of Science and Technology Studies provides a comprehensive and authoritative
overview of the field, reviewing current research and major theoretical and methodological approaches in a way that is accessible to both new
and established scholars from a range of disciplines. This new edition, sponsored by the Society for Social Studies of Science, is the fourth in
a series of volumes that have defined the field of STS. It features 36 chapters, each written for the fourth edition, that capture the state of the
art in a rich and rapidly growing field. One especially notable development is the increasing integration of feminist, gender, and postcolonial
studies into the body of STS knowledge. The book covers methods and participatory practices in STS research; mechanisms by which
knowledge, people, and societies are coproduced; the design, construction, and use of material devices and infrastructures; the organization
and governance of science; and STS and societal challenges including aging, agriculture, security, disasters, environmental justice, and
climate change.
Reflecting changes in the structure of contemporary business enterprise, Business Organizations: Cases, Problems, and Case Studies, now
in a Second Edition, uses case law, problems, and case studies to examine the role and purview of law in real-life business transactions. This
innovative casebook offers: clear descriptions of the development and current state of the law -- up-to-date cases that feature interesting
facts, as well as the major must-know cases -- coverage of both modern business structures and growth industries -- engaging businessschool-style case studies based on real events encourage in-depth analysis of the application of legal principles in business transactions, and
include: extensive facts about the situation and businesses involved -- excerpts from transactional and litigation documents -- short problems
that follow selected topics test students understanding of material covered -- separate chapters devoted to limited liability companies and
federal securities regulation, including: a detailed case study of Enron and its role in shaping the Sarbanes-Oxley Act -- a rich selection of
teaching resources on a password-protected author website : additional transactional and litigation documents related To The cases in the
book -- PowerPoints that cover the entire casebook of regular updates -- a detailed and up-to-date Teacher's Manual -- New To The Second
Edition: updated materials on Shareholder Proposals -- revised coverage of directors duties, including the Disney case and Stone v. Ritter -Tooley v. Donaldson on direct versus derivative claims -- new chapter focusing on limited liability companies -- integration of the Restatement
(Third) of Agency into Chapter 1 -- A wealth of materials, both in the casebook and on the authors password-protected website, gives you an
almost unlimited ability to expand or deepen you exploration of specific topics.
Resourceful companies today must successfully manage the entire supply flow, from the sources of the firm, through the value-added
processes of the firm, and on to the customers of the firm. The fourteenth Global Edition of Operations and Supply Chain Management
provides well-balanced coverage of managing people and applying sophisticated technology to operations and supply chain management.
Business Process Change, 3rd Edition provides a balanced view of the field of business process change. Bestselling author Paul Harmon
offers concepts, methods, cases for all aspects and phases of successful business process improvement. Updated and added for this edition
is new material on the development of business models and business process architecture development, on integrating decision
management models and business rules, on service processes and on dynamic case management, and on integrating various approaches in
a broad business process management approach. New to this edition: How to develop business models and business process architecture
How to integrate decision management models and business rules New material on service processes and on dynamic case management
Learn to integrate various approaches in a broad business process management approach Extensive revision and update addresses
Business Process Management Systems, and the integration of process redesign and Six Sigma Learn how all the different process
elements fit together in this best first book on business process, now completely updated Tailor the presented methodology, which is based
on best practices, to your organization’s specific needs Understand the human aspects of process redesign Benefit from all new detailed
case studies showing how these methods are implemented
Dr. Donald DePamphilis explains the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his academic knowledge and personal
experiences with over 30 such deals himself. The 99 case studies span every industry and countries and regions worldwide show how deals
are done rather than just the theory behind them, including cross-border transactions. The interactive CD is unique in enabling the user to
download and customize content. It includes an Excel-based LBO model and an M&A Structuring and Valuation Model in which readers can
insert their own data and modify the model to structure and value their own deals. CD also real options applications and projecting growth
rates. Student Study Guide on CD contains practice problems/solutions, powerpoint slides outlining main points of each chapter, and selected
case study solutions. An extensive on-line instructor's manual contains powerpoint slides for lectures following each chapter, detailed syllabi
for using the book for both undergraduate and graduate-level courses, and an exhaustive test bank with over 750 questions and answers
(including true/false, multiple choice, essay questions, and computational problems). * CDROM contains extensive student study guide and
detailed listings of online sources of industry and financial data and models on CDROM * Numerous valuation and other models on CDROM
can be downloaded and customized by readers * Online Instructor's Manual with test bank, extra cases, and other resources * Over 90 cases
The new edition of this market-leading textbook provides a holistic introduction to the academic study of entrepreneurship and offers practical
guidance for prospective entrepreneurs. Adopting a life-cycle view of a business from start-up to maturity, it explores the many stages and
forms of entrepreneurship. With an international outlook and expert synthesis of both theoretical foundations and lessons from real-life
business practice, the book offers a complete course guide, fostering entrepreneurial talent, thinking and skills. The author's engaging style
and unrivalled expertise drawn from a long-ranging career (as an academic, accountant and entrepreneur) make the book accessible and
authoritative. This is an ideal textbook for those studying Entrepreneurship or Small Business on undergraduate business or management
degree courses, as well as on MBA programmes. It will also appeal to those looking to launch their own businesses. New to this Edition: Updated international case studies from entrepreneurs and small businesses, ranging from Oman to Australia - First-hand, detailed stories
from real-life entrepreneurs in brand new video interviews integrated throughout the text - Increased and integrated coverage of social and
civic enterprise and hot topics such as effectuation and lean entrepreneurship
This revised set of resources for Cambridge International AS and A Level Business syllabus (9609) is thoroughly updated for the latest
version of the curriculum. Written by experienced authors, the Coursebook provides comprehensive coverage of the syllabus. Accessible
language combined with the clear, visually-stimulating layout makes this an ideal resource for the course. Questions and explanation of key
terms reinforce knowledge; different kinds of activities build application, analytical and evaluation skills; and case studies contextualise the
content making it relevant to international learners. It provides thorough examination support for all papers with exam-style questions with
each chapter and an extensive Paper 3 style case study with each unit. The student CD-ROM contains revision aids, further questions and
activities. A Teacher's CD-ROM is also available.
These fully revised and up-to-date new editions and answer guides from Wolinski and Coates provide comprehensive coverage of the AQA Alevel Business specification. - Wolinski and Coates' comprehensive yet accessible style remains unchanged, covering everything students
will need to succeed - Updated fact files and case studies give profiles of real business, so students can understand the real-world context of
what they're learning - Practice exercises and case studies with questions throughout allow students to apply their knowledge and prepare for
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assessment - Answer guides support teaching and save time in marking

Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text
provides a true international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the
latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. It includes a Student's CDROM with every book, offering additional questions and support throughout the course and ahead of exams. - Offers an
international perspective through a wide range of up-to-date case studies - Reinforces understanding through a variety of
activities and discussion points - Provides examination preparation with revisions questions and summaries throughout Written in accessible language, but with plenty of detail for top-grade students Also available: Teacher's CD-ROM
(9781444176520) containing guidance on teaching the course, unique digital resources and all the answers to the
exercises in the Student's Book.
That we are participants in a global economy may no longer be news, but its impact continues to shape the field of labor
relations. This is certainly true in the public sector where union membership is stagnant and outsourcing is becoming
more and more prevalent. Further impacting current trends are local and state movements to restructure public
organizations and the processes they use to conduct their activities and provide services. These include the mechanisms
of collective bargaining and contract administration. Reflecting these and many other trends and changes, this fourth
edition of the perennially bestselling Labor Relations in the Public Sector is now completely updated. The fundamental
reader-friendly organization of the book remains the same, and it continues to address the many facets that must be
considered today, as unions still represent 40 percent of public sector workers. However in keeping up with the formative
events of recent times, this text— Accounts for emerging trends in scholarly and professional literature as well as in
practice Features several new case studies that provide readers with experiential learning opportunities across a range of
contemporary situations Places greater emphasis on ways to develop and use interest-based ("win–win") negotiations
during bargaining processes and throughout the administration of contracts This volume recognizes the key role played
by unions in the federal government and in a large proportion of state and local jurisdictions, but it also recognizes that
much is changing. Fiscal realities and strategic challenges are changing the role of the labor union in the public sector.
This is a trend that must be understood if its consequences are to be anticipated and met for the mutual good.
First Published in 2017. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an Informa company. The Fourth Edition of this
highly regarded problem-solving text presents 30 realistic case studies in a wide range of authentic contexts, from K-12
to post-secondary, corporate, and manufacturing. The cases and their accompanying discussion questions encourage ID
students to analyze the available information, develop conclusions, and consider alternative possibilities in resolving ID
problems.
To start a successful business, you need a comprehensive toolbox full of effective financial and business techniques at
your fingertips. Entrepreneurial Finance provides the essential tools and know-how you need to build a sturdy foundation
for a profitable business. This practical road map guides you from crafting a meaningful business plan to raising your
business to the next level. It offers potent methods for keeping firm financial control of your enterprise and insightful tips
for avoiding the multitude of financial barriers that may block your entrepreneurial dream. Written by Steven Rogers, a
leading educator at the prestigious Kellogg School of Management, this reliable guidebook covers: The dual objectives of
a business plan and how to ensure that both are fulfilled Differences between debt and equity financing and how and why
to use each Real-world methods for structuring a deal to benefit both the financier and the entrepreneur Valuation
techniques for understanding what your business is truly worth Essential resources for finding the detailed information
you need Entrepreneurial Finance clearly explains the inescapable rules of finance and business by using real-world
examples and cutting-edge data from the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) research project. It features up-to-date
coverage of phantom stock, options, and the state of entrepreneurship in such countries as Canada, Europe, Asia, and
South America. This definitive guide is effective in today's business climate, with robust, no-nonsense coverage on
everything from the new realities of revenue valuation and the growth of women entrepreneurs to the fallout from the dotcom boom and the impact of Sarbanes-Oxley on corporate governance. Just because you're in business for yourself
doesn't mean you're alone. Entrepreneurial Finance helps you create a long-term plan for achieving maximum profit.
Education has continued to grow in stature and significance as an academic discipline. In addition to world renowned
research studies the growth of education has been seen in the methodology and methods underpinning its research. The
BERA/SAGE Handbook of Educational Research provides a cutting edge account of the research and methodology that
is creating new understandings for education research, policy and practice. Over two volumes, the handbook addresses
educational research in six essential components: Section 1: Understanding Research Section 2: Planning Research
Section 3: Approaches to Research Section 4: Acquiring Data Section 5: Analysing Data Section 6: Reporting,
Disseminating and Evaluating Research Featuring contributions from more than 50 of the biggest names in the
international field, The BERA/SAGE Handbook of Educational Research represents a very significant contribution to the
development of education.
Extensively revised to meet the latest exam criteria, this text provides comprehensive coverage of all aspects of business
studies, including over 500 questions and answers to test the candidate's knowledge of key issues.
The process of negotiation, standing as it does between war and peace in many parts of the globe, has never been a
more vital process to understand than in today's rapidly changing international system. Students of negotiation must first
understand key IR concepts as they try to incorporate the dynamics of the many anomalous actors that regularly interact
with conventional state agents in the diplomatic arena. This hands-on text provides an essential introduction to this highstakes realm, exploring the impact of complex multilateralism on traditional negotiation concepts such as bargaining,
issue salience, and strategic choice. Using an easy-to-understand board game analogy as a framework for studying
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negotiation episodes, the authors include a rich array of real-world cases and examples—now updated with the results of
the Paris climate change agreement—to illustrate key themes, including the intensity of crisis situations for negotiators, the
role of culture in communication, and the impact of domestic-level politics on international negotiations. Providing tools
for analyzing why negotiations succeed or fail, this innovative text also presents effective exercises and learning
approaches that enable students to understand the complexities of negotiation by engaging in the diplomatic process
themselves.
Now in Its Fourth Edition: Your Guide to Successful Facility Design Overcome design and planning problems using the
fourth edition of Facilities Design. Dedicated to the proper design, layout, and location of facilities, this definitive guide
outlines the main design and operational problems that occur in manufacturing and service systems, explains the
significance of facility design and planning problems, and describes how mathematical models can be used to help
analyze and solve them. Combining theory with practice, this revised work presents state-of-the-art topics in materials
handling, warehousing, and logistics along with real-world examples that emphasize the importance of modeling and
analysis when determining a solution to complex facility design problems. What’s New in the Fourth Edition: The latest
version introduces new material that includes handling equipment and systems, and presents relevant case studies in
each and every chapter. It also provides access to Layout-iQ software, data files for many of the numerical examples that
are contained throughout the book, and PowerPoint files for various chapters. Additionally, the author: Describes tools
commonly used for presenting layout designs Presents traditional models for facility layout including the popular
systematic layout planning (SLP) model in detail Provides a layout project involving the SLP model Covers group
technology and cellular manufacturing at the elementary level Includes a project and case study on machine grouping
and layout Considers next-generation factory layouts Discusses analytical queuing and queuing network models, and
more Facilities Design, Fourth Edition explains the ins and outs of facility planning and design. A reference for both
student and professional, the book addresses facilities design and layout problems in manufacturing systems and covers
layout, logistics, supply chain, warehousing, and materials handling. Please visit the author’s website for ancillary
materials: http://sundere.okstate.edu/downloadable-software-programs-and-data-files.
All the essential information and advice that students need to succeed from top Cambridge educators. - Specifies the
skills and knowledge that students need to acquire during the course - Highlights common misconceptions and errors Tests knowledge with practice questions and answers at the back of the book
Sport Finance, Fourth Edition With Web Resource, grounds students in the real world of financial management in sport,
showing them how to apply financial concepts and appreciate the importance of finance in establishing sound sport
management practices. Utilizing a modern and practical approach, the text encourages students to take a strategic
organizational perspective in learning financial skills while gaining a deeper understanding of the reasoning behind the
principles of sport finance. The fourth edition of Sport Finance has been revised and restructured to reflect the evolving
needs of students entering the dynamic sport industry. Content updates and additions include the following: A new
chapter dedicated to assets (such as players, facilities, and goodwill) and liabilities (such as player salaries and long-term
debt) and how they affect a sport organization Expanded coverage of strategies to increase revenue and reduce
expenses for greater profitability, enhanced with an example from a real-world athletic department New chapters about
reviewing financial statements, planning, and building a financial strategy to help guide decisions to create, expand, or
exit a sport business or organization Five new case studies covering a variety of sectors, sports, and countries to give
students the opportunity to apply the concepts to practical scenarios To further relate the content to real situations for
students, study questions about each of the case studies have been incorporated into a new student web resource. The
web resource also includes an interactive simulation called “The Two Dollar Team” that directly engages students with
the book’s topics, including assets and liabilities, revenue and expenses, budgeting, cash management, and borrowing.
Instructors will also find additional activities and a case study in the companion instructor guide, and they will receive a
test package and presentation package. Sport Finance, Fourth Edition, will enable students to grasp fundamental
concepts in sport finance. By analyzing business structures, financial statements, and funding options, students will not
only learn basic finance but will also understand how those skills are used to build a strategy and make sound financial
decisions in the world of sport.
This is the fourth edition of a unique textbook that provides extensive coverage of the evolution, the current state, and the
practice of e-business strategies. It provides a solid introduction to understanding e-business and e-commerce by
combining fundamental concepts and application models with practice-based case studies. An ideal classroom
companion for business schools, the authors use their extensive knowledge to show how corporate strategy can imbibe
and thrive by adopting vibrant e-business frameworks with proper tools. Students will gain a thorough knowledge of
developing electronic and mobile commerce strategies and the methods to deal with these issues and challenges.
Business Law offers comprehensive coverage of the key aspects of business law in a straightforward manner that is easy
to understand for non-law students. It describes and considers the full range of legal topics such as Contract, Company
and Employment Law, as well as including coverage of emerging areas such as Health and Safety and Environmental
Law as they apply to business.
This incomparable Fourth Edition of a standard reference/text has been thoroughly updated and enlarged -- offering
comprehensive coverage of the field in a single source and incorporating entirely new as well as time-tested material.
This title is endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the full syllabus for examination from
2020. Discover business theory beyond the classroom by exploring real-world international businesses through case
studies; rely on a tried-and-tested Student's Book to ensure full coverage of the latest Cambridge IGCSE and O Level
Business Studies syllabuses (0450/0986/7115). - Encourage understanding with engaging case studies and clear and
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lively text gradually building content knowledge. - Develop application and evaluation skills with hundreds of engaging
activities and examination-style questions throughout. - Deepen understanding through systematic syllabus coverage and
a spiral structure revisiting material in a structured way. - Navigate the syllabuses confidently with subject outlines clearly
defined at the start of each chapter and syllabus-matching section headings. - Check understanding with revision
checklists enabling reflection, and suggested further practice. - Reinforce learning with selected answers and additional
multiple-choice questions as well as a glossary of key terms online. Available in this series: Student Textbook Fifth
edition (ISBN 9781510421233) Student eTextbook (ISBN 9781510420106) Whiteboard eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420113) Workbook (ISBN 9781510421257) Online Teacher's Guide (ISBN 9781510424128) Study and Revision
Guide (ISBN 9781510421264)
The fourth edition of Business Statistics builds upon the easy-to-understand, problem-solving approach that was the
hallmark of the previous editions. Through detailed discussions on procedures that facilitate interpretation of data, this
book enables readers to make more considered and informed business decisions. Using tools of application and practice
in a variety of solved examples and practice problems, this book will sharpen the students’ understanding of basic
statistical techniques. Business Statistics, 4e, serves as a core textbook for students of management, commerce and
computer science studying business statistics for degrees in BBA/MBA/PGDBM, BCom /MCom, CA/ICWA, and BE/
BTech /MCA as well as for those preparing for professional and competitive examinations. Key Features • Learning
Objectives clearly outline the learning outcomes of each chapter • Case Studies illustrate a variety of business situations
and suggest solutions to managerial issues using specific statistical techniques • A Chapter Concepts Quiz at the end of
each chapter reinforces students' understanding of the basic principles and applications • Conceptual Questions, SelfPractice Problems, Review Self-Practice Problems with Hint and Answers enable students, after each chapter, to
practice and then evaluate themselves
New opportunities in the global workplace have heightened interest in business studies. In response to this trend, this
book presents an in-depth analysis of a corpus of authentic business studies lectures, focusing on spoken, academic,
disciplinary and professional features (e.g., speech rate, interactive devices, specialized lexis) that are crucial to
comprehension, but often problematic for non-native speakers. The investigation adopts an original multi-pronged
approach including quantitative, qualitative and comparative analyses. It utilizes techniques drawn mainly from corpus
linguistics and discourse analysis, but also integrates observational and ethnographic methods to provide unique extralinguistic insights. The study is thus a full-circle interpretive account of this dynamic spoken genre where academia and
profession converge. The book shows how business studies lectures are characterised by a synergy of discourses and
communicative channels that reflect the community of practice, highlighting the need to help international business
students develop multiple literacies to overcome present and future challenges.
Written specifically for students interested in knowing more about the organizational and management context of communications,
and to get more hands-on learning, practical experience and skills to help them get off to a flying start in their career, this book is a
guide to corporate communication that will help students and practitioners navigate the area, understand the main theories and put
these into practice through examples and case studies. Academically grounded, it covers the key concepts, principles and models
within corporate communication by bringing together academic knowledge and insights from the subject areas of management and
communication. At the same time, it combines this academic base with a clear practical outlook – practical cases illustrate the
theory and each chapter also focuses on models and exercises that equip students with practical expertise and skills. The
international scope of the book, featuring cases from around the globe has been instrumental in its success and has now been
used by nearly 20,000 students across over 50 different countries from New York to Helsinki, Tokyo to Rio de Janeiro for students
studying Corporate Communication, Organizational Communication, PR and Marketing Communications and as an invaluable
source for reflective practitioners. The new fourth edition has been revised and updated with new cases and covers developments
is areas such as reputation management, leadership communication and CSR communication. It features: A new chapter on social
media and increased coverage of new media in existing chapters New up-to-date material on emerging CSR standards,
transnational governance and corporate citizenship Extended focus on media relations, internal communications and leadership
and change communication New full-length and shorter international case studies Enhanced companion website material including
new case studies and video material available on publication at www.sagepub.co.uk/cornelissen4e
Project Management for Engineering, Business and Technology is a highly regarded textbook that addresses project management
across all industries. First covering the essential background, from origins and philosophy to methodology, the bulk of the book is
dedicated to concepts and techniques for practical application. Coverage includes project initiation and proposals, scope and task
definition, scheduling, budgeting, risk analysis, control, project selection and portfolio management, program management, project
organization, and all-important "people" aspects—project leadership, team building, conflict resolution, and stress management.
The systems development cycle is used as a framework to discuss project management in a variety of situations, making this the
go-to book for managing virtually any kind of project, program, or task force. The authors focus on the ultimate purpose of project
management—to unify and integrate the interests, resources and work efforts of many stakeholders, as well as the planning,
scheduling, and budgeting needed to accomplish overall project goals. This sixth edition features: updates throughout to cover the
latest developments in project management methodologies; a new chapter on project procurement management and contracts; an
expansion of case study coverage throughout, including those on the topic of sustainability and climate change, as well as cases
and examples from across the globe, including India, Africa, Asia, and Australia; and extensive instructor support materials,
including an instructor’s manual, PowerPoint slides, answers to chapter review questions and a test bank of questions. Taking a
technical yet accessible approach, this book is an ideal resource and reference for all advanced undergraduate and graduate
students in project management courses, as well as for practicing project managers across all industry sectors.
Discover success in global business today with the most strategic approach to international business topics and unique coverage
not found in other books. GLOBAL BUSINESS, 4th Edition, is the first global business book that answers the big question, What
determines the success and failure of firms around the globe? Globally renowned scholar and author Mike Peng integrates both an
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institution-based view and resource-based view throughout every chapter, bringing an unparalleled continuity and strategic
approach to the learning process. The book combines an inviting, conversational style with the latest research and examples that
reflect the most recent global developments. A wealth of business cases from Mike Peng and other respected international experts
delve into how companies throughout the world have expanded globally. All-new video cases that cover every chapter's opening
case and closing case, world maps that connect geography and culture to business decisions, and unique global debate sections
that draw you into cutting-edge international discussions help you learn to think independently and view business challenges from
a truly global perspective. With GLOBAL BUSINESS, 4th Edition, you view business through the eyes of a true world citizen and
gain the understanding you need to become an effective manager within today's global business landscape. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or
access to any online entitlements included with the product. Get your business up and running—and keep it thriving—with the latest
edition of the classic entrepreneurial resource For over 20 years, Steven Rogers’s Entrepreneurial Finance has been the definitive
guide to setting up and managing the financial aspects of any small- to medium-sized business. But how can today’s
entrepreneurs learn to thrive in the most difficult economy in generations? In this long-awaited fourth edition, Rogers updates his
classic content for the 21st century, revising every chart, graph, and case study to reflect the modern entrepreneurial landscape.
Inside, you’ll find the most up-to-date information on writing a growth business plan, compiling and understanding financial
statements, making a company profitable, valuing a company, cash flow management, debt and equity financing, and much more.
The book is also packed with brand-new content on such current topics as: • Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship models •
Raising venture capital in private markets • Crowdfunding vs. crowdsourcing • Financing for minorities and women • Taking a job
with an entrepreneurial firm Along with real-world case studies and detailed analysis, all-new classroom materials for MBA
students, and a streamlined approach that makes the material more accessible than ever, Rogers’s updated content demystifies
the ever-changing world of entrepreneurial finance and guides you, step by step, through the process of maintaining steady
profitability and business longevity. Whatever business you run or plan to launch, this essential guide provides the tools you need
to build a sturdy foundation that will support it for many years to come.
Have you heard about the man who lived with a hole in his head? Or the boy raised by his parents as a girl? From the woman with
multiple personalities, to the man with no brain, this collection of case studies provides a compelling insight into the human mind.
This is a fascinating collection of human stories. Some are well-known case studies that have informed clinical practice, others are
relatively unknown. For this edition, Rolls has added recent research findings on each case study plus four brand new cases: the
story of Washoe, the ape who could communicate; the much debated case of Holly Ramona and repressed memory; and Kim
Peek, the real 'Rainman'. Classic Case Studies in Psychology is for everyone who has ever wondered about the stranger side of
life. No prior knowledge of psychology is required, just an open mind. For those who wish to use this book as part of their studies,
or who are just keen to learn more, fun multiple choice questions, fascinating further reading, helpful web links, and selfassessment questions are all available free on our website, www.routledge.com/cw/rolls. Prepare to be amazed ...
In keeping with the previous edition - which was independently rated as the best global health book for undergraduates - Global
Health 101, Fourth Edition is a clear, concise, and user-friendly introduction to the most critical issues in global health, illustrating
key themes with an extensive set of case studies, examples, and the latest evidence. Drawing from his 40 years of experience
working in international development and global health, as well as extensively teaching at both Yale and George Washington
University, Richard Skolnik has substantially revised his bestselling textbook. This edition offers a significant amount of new and
updated information, while maintaining the clarity, simplicity, and ease of use that has made this text so popular. Global Health
101, Fourth Edition builds in unique ways on evidence from a number of fundamental sources, including the Global Burden of
Disease Studies, Disease Control Priorities, Third Edition, (DCP3), and Millions Saved.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text provides
a true international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest Cambridge
IGCSE (0450) and Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. - Offers an international perspective through a wide
range of up-to-date case studies - Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and discussion points - Provides
examination preparation with revisions questions and summaries throughout - Written in accessible language, but with plenty of
detail for top-grade students
In recent years, our world has experienced a profound shift and progression in available computing and knowledge sharing
innovations. These emerging advancements have developed at a rapid pace, disseminating into and affecting numerous aspects
of contemporary society. This has created a pivotal need for an innovative compendium encompassing the latest trends, concepts,
and issues surrounding this relevant discipline area. During the past 15 years, the Encyclopedia of Information Science and
Technology has become recognized as one of the landmark sources of the latest knowledge and discoveries in this discipline. The
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fourth Edition is a 10-volume set which includes 705 original and previously
unpublished research articles covering a full range of perspectives, applications, and techniques contributed by thousands of
experts and researchers from around the globe. This authoritative encyclopedia is an all-encompassing, well-established reference
source that is ideally designed to disseminate the most forward-thinking and diverse research findings. With critical perspectives
on the impact of information science management and new technologies in modern settings, including but not limited to computer
science, education, healthcare, government, engineering, business, and natural and physical sciences, it is a pivotal and relevant
source of knowledge that will benefit every professional within the field of information science and technology and is an invaluable
addition to every academic and corporate library.
Explaining the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his own academic knowledge and experience,
Donald DePamphilis shows how deals are done, rather than just explaining the theory behind them.
The 4th edition of this popular text presents a comprehensive review of over a century of research on information behavior. It is
intended for students in information studies and disciplines interested in research on information activities. Now co-authored, this
new text includes significant structural and content changes from earlier editions.
IGCSE Business Studies third edition is a student-friendly Business Studies textbook covering all the components of the latest
IGCSE syllabus.
This survey of modern logistics, updated in a second edition, includes proven strategies and tools for solving numerous logistical
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problems, with algorithms and formulae for the computer-based planning of logistic systems as well as their dynamic scheduling.
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